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An index to 4, SF anthologies and single-author collections published before , containing over 46, stories by 4, authors.

What prompts these vague pronouncements is the appearance of the first-ever anthology of one particular
literary subdivision: A Treasury of Israeli Speculative Literature is an impressive English-language collection
of stories originally written in either Hebrew or English. It includes tales of invasions both alien and angelic,
dystopias in which childrearing is outlawed in favor of technologically produced adulthood, a marriage
between Death and a Jerusalem maiden, and other inventive imaginings. To grasp the special virtues of this
effort, it helps to contrast it with the last major anthology of a similar kind, People of the Book: That
difference tells, and in what follows I mean to pursue it. Offering her own personal and theological thoughts,
VanderMeer stresses what she sees as a simple, unquestionable truth: Proceeding historically, they describe
the obstacles in modern Hebrew and Israeli culture that long delayed a literary engagement with the fantastic:
That aside, however, the new introduction stands as the best English-language critical survey of science fiction
and fantasy in Israel. Next, the stories themselves. Of the twenty selections in People of the Book, three
contain golems, three center on dybbuks, three deal with the Holocaust, and several more refer to it. The state
of Israel is all but absent from the imaginative landscape of these mainly American stories, except for one
alternate history that has the Arabs winning the Six-Day War and occupying the Israelisâ€”who, as a result,
become religious fanatics and suicide bombers. But the most common thematic thread in People of the Book,
running through almost half the stories, is Jewish faith itself, both as a subject and as a problem. Some stories
are antagonistic, even hostile: But most trade in an ironic or indifferent agnosticism. One such tale, which
curiously exhibits no overt signs of fantasy, focuses on an American Jewish couple who, ambivalent about
circumcising their twin sons, decide to split the difference and circumcise only one. In the Israeli collection,
by contrast, Judaism and religious faith figure as preoccupations in only one angry story that imagines biblical
law magically instantiatedâ€”requiring, for instance, that homosexuals, or people who eat shellfish, be
immediately blasted out of existence. Israeliness itself is worn easily: Nor is Israel usually the subject matter.
In one story, a magic mirror allows one to step through and create a different life; in two others, telepaths
inhabit the lives of others in order to rectify mistakes of the past. Thus, a protagonist of one Israeli story
discovers that his life is a creation of the classic science-fiction author Ray Bradbury. Another story involves
back issues of Fantasia , an Israeli sci-fi magazine that went defunct in Finally, what about the quality of the
writing in these two collections? Both contain some chaff, mainly in the form of minor stories by minor
talents. Agnon , and in the Hebrew Bible. In their variety and unpredictability, its writers convey a sense of a
dynamic and expanding genreâ€”and I say this even as one familiar with the field, including examples of
better fiction by some of the writers included here. As for People of the Book, the overall quality of its stories
is more reliably competent and in some ways stronger, but does one really look forward to another decade of
golems and dybbuks? And all wrapped in the genial conviction that these somehow represent a seamless
continuity with Jewish tradition? One day, I suspect, Israeli fantasy will eclipse American bobbeh meises.
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INTRODUCTION. This Index is intended to be a standard reference for locating stories that have appeared in English
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Crawford, Arbur, Rosemarie. A Primary and Secondary Bibliography. Talisman Literary Research, Guide to
Supernatural Fiction. Kent State University Press, The Index To Adventure Magazine. Index to the Science
Fiction Magazines: Index to the Semi-Professional Fantasy Magazines: Index to the Weird Fiction Magazines.
Cockroft, , ; New York: A Checklist of Science Fiction Anthologies. Cole, ; New York: Science Fiction and
Fantasy Authors: Science-Fiction and Fantasy Publications, An Index on the Weird and Fantastica in
Magazines. Index to the Science Fiction Magazines American Library Association, Bibliographies for the
Avid Reader: A Man for All Seasons. Biblio of an Ogre. Citizen of the Universe. Poet and Science Fictioneer.
Explorer of the Infinite. A Stainless Steel Talent. A Voice from the Desert. A Marriage of Souls and Talent.
Grand Master of Witch World. Our Sentinel in Space. Artist at Ground Zero. The Gentleman from Chapel
Hill. Creator of the Cosy Satastrophe. Master of All Genres. A Bibliography of A. University of Toronto
Press, , , An Annotated Bibliography of Primary Sources. The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, for
bibliographies from the following issues: October , Isaac Asimov. September , Theodore Sturgeon, compiled
by Sam Moskowitz. May , Ray Bradbury, compiled by William F. June , Charles Beaumont, compiled by
William F. July , Fritz Leiber, compiled by Al Lewis. April , Poul Anderson. April , James Blish, compiled by
Mike Owings. September , Frederik Pohl, compiled by Mike Owings. April , Robert Silverberg, compiled by
Donald H. November , Damon Knight, compiled by Vincent Miranda. Science Fiction and Fantasy
Pseudonyms. The Index of Science Fiction Magazines The Other Change of Hobbit, New England Science
Fiction Association. Index to the Science Fiction Magazines - White Bear Lake, MN: The Armchair Detective
Press, Twentieth-Century Crime and Mystery Writers. James A Rock, British and American Utopian
Literature University of Florida, Science Fiction Story Index. Grant The Science-Fiction Collector. The
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction and Fantasy. Watson, Noelle, and Paul E. Purple Unicorn Books, The
starting point is the Table-of-Contents, which has links to the major sections of the index. For author indexes,
the first link goes to a table of links to the lists of author names. Each table entry gives the first and last
authors in a list. Selecting the table entry gets you to an author list where you can scroll down to a specific
author. Clicking on the author brings up the main entry for that author. This click and scroll method also
allows you to see the information that comes before and after your main point of interest. The title indexes
work in a similar fashon:
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The most useful encyclopedia for science fiction, although it is now becoming dated. It does include some
fantasy and horror information. Articles on 1, authors, editors and critics, themes, and films and television
programs. There is good coverage of international science fiction. Author entries include bibliographies of
works. The theme entries are very useful and consist of one-third of the total length. Critical Terms for
Science Fiction and Fantasy: Definitions of almost terms and concepts used in science fiction and fantasy
criticism. Also includes history of science fiction and fantasy criticism. Science Fiction and Fantasy
Literature: The most comprehensive bibliography of English language science fiction, fantasy, and horror
books. It lists the first editions of 15, books and pamphlets written between and The entries are listed under
author, with title and series indexes. Also included are an awards index and an Ace and Belmont Doubles
index. Authors with biographical information in volume 2 are indicated. Science Fiction in America, ss:
Annotated bibliography of English language science fiction defined very broadly books published between the
s and the late s. Primarily about American authors, but selected works by some British and other European
authors in translation are included. The paragraph-long annotations are primarily descriptive, but do indicate
historical importance. Arranged alphabetically by author with author and short-title indexes. Index to 58
English language science fiction magazines from their first issues to The only comprehensive index for this
time period. Stories are listed under author and under title. There is also a checklist of issues indexed. Index to
approximately 21, English language works of science fiction, fantasy and horror short fiction from over 1,
anthologies and single- author short story collections from Access is by author, story title and book title. The
original source of most stories is also given. Bibliography of 1, English language and translated fantasy and
horror books published from to Each item includes a detailed plot synopsis and a biocritical essay.
Single-author short story collections and anthologies have plot synopses for each story 6, total. Includes author
and title indexes, as well as an over 40, entry motif and story type index. A major critical source. Contains
critical essays on science fiction novels and short story collections by authors. Ninety works covered are
foreign language works. The supplement contains citations to critical works about each work. The essays are
arranged by title of book with an author index. Contains about critical essays on fantasy and horror novels and
short story collections by authors. Each essay contains basic bibliographic information, setting and cast of
characters, the essay, and a bibliography of reviews and critical works. Essays on lesser works are three pages
in length, most works get six pages, and major works and series get 9 to 30 pages. There are also nineteen 12
to 20 page topical essays theories of fantasy, fairy tales, Arthurian legends, mythology, religion, etc. Science
Fiction and Fantasy Reference Index, Index to over 19, books, articles, essays, news reports, and audiovisual
items in the secondary literature of science fiction, fantasy and horror. The time period covered is , with
primary concentrations on Ninety percent of the items are in English, with foreign materials in French,
German and Italian. Volume 1 is a listing by author, volume 2 is a listing by subject. Annotated bibliography
of over English language articles on science fiction from popular and scholarly magazines. Includes articles on
film and the teaching and publishing of science fiction. Includes book reviews from general magazines not
covered in the Science Fiction Book Review Index, Each item has a one paragraph, descriptive annotation.
Arranged in nine subject areas with an author index. Index to 43, English language reviews of science fiction,
fantasy and horror books. Reviews are from the science fiction, fantasy and horror magazines from and from
the general review magazines such as Publishers Weekly from Access is by author with indexes by magazine
editor only and book title. Directory of 1, modern science fiction, fantasy and horror authors, editors and
critics. Gives basic information family, education, career, memberships, etc. S35S36 Supernatural Fiction
Writers: Biocritical essays on major science fiction, fantasy and horror authors. Each entry provides a
biographical and critical essay ranging from 5 to 10 pages and primary and secondary bibliographies. The
science fiction volume covers 73 English language authors plus Capek, Lem and Verne. The fantasy and
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horror volumes cover authors from ancient Greece to the present; American, British, French and German
authors predominate. Biocritical essays on 90 American science fiction authors writing from The essays
include basic information, critical essays on major works and primary and secondary bibliographies; they
range in length from 2 to 16 pages. Biocritical essays on twentieth-century science fiction writers and 5
fantasy writers. Thirty-eight of the science fiction writers are foreign language authors. Gives basic
information supplemented with very useful and current brief critical essays. Also provides bibliography for
each writer; these can be inaccurate and should be used "with care. Includes title index to all bibliographies.
Directory of over 92, nontechnical authors. Concentrates primarily on living writers or those who have died
since ; some twentieth-century writers who died prior to are now being included. Only English language
writers or writers whose work has been translated into English or published in the U. Entries include basic
biographical information-!. A cumulative index is published in every even numbered volume. Dictionary of
Literary Biography: Index to all volumes of the Dictionary of Literary Biography. See Twentieth-Century
American Science Fiction Writers for a description of the contents of the volumes of this series. It is the only
volume devoted specifically to science fiction, fantasy or horror; other authors are scattered throughout other
volumes, eg. Ballard is included in the volume for British novelists since America as Science Fiction. Oxford
University Press, A Primary and Secondary Bibliography. Some authors will be entered both ways, eg: Belloc
Objects to "The Outline of History.
4: U-M Fantasy and Science Fiction Website
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

5: Best Science Fiction Anthologies ( books)
Index to science fiction anthologies and collections (A Reference publication in science fiction) [William Contento] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

6: Best SciFi Anthologies/Collections ( books)
A comprehensive listing of English-language science fiction anthologies and single author collections published through
June Lists contents of more than books containing over 12, stories by approximately authors.

7: The Locus Index to Science Fiction: Site Directory
What are your top science fiction anthologies and collections? Forget the novels: which scifi collections blew you away?

8: The First-Ever Anthology of Israeli Science Fiction and Fantasy Â» Mosaic
Charles N. Brown and William G. Contento, eds. The Locus Index to Science Fiction, with Index to Science Fiction
Anthologies and Collections by William G. Contento.

9: World of Wonder (anthology) - Wikipedia
Index to Science Fiction Anthologies and Collections. INDEX TO SCIENCE FICTION ANTHOLOGIES AND
COLLECTIONS THE INDEX TO ADVENTURE MAGAZINE.
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